
The Detroit Edison Company
One Energy Plaza, Detroit, MI 48226-1279

DTE Energy-
SDetroit Edison

10 CFR 52.79

September 23, 2011
NRC3-11-0036

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001

References: 1) Fermi 3
Docket No. 52-033

2) Letter from Jerry Hale (USNRC) to Jack M. Davis (Detroit Edison), "Request
for Additional Information Letter No. 66 Related to Sections 2.5.2 and 13.06
for the Fermi 3 Combined License Application," dated August 31, 2011

Subject: Detroit Edison Company Response to NRC Request for Additional Information
Letter No. 66

In Reference 2, the NRC requested additional information to support the review of certain
portions of the Fermi 3 Combined License Application (COLA). The response to one of the
Requests for Additional Information (RAIs) in Reference 2, RAI 02.05.02-16, is provided as
Attachment 1 of this letter. The response to RAI 13.06.01-55 contains safeguards information
and will be submitted separately.

Enclosure 1 of Attachment I is a disk containing the requested electronic files associated with
response to RAI 02.05.02-16. The file format on the enclosed disks does not comply with the
requirements for electronic submission in NRC guidance document, "Guidance for Electronic
Submissions to the NRC," dated May 17, 2010, in that the files are not ".pdf' formatted. The
NRC staff requested this information be submitted in their native formats to support the review
of FSAR Section 2.5.2.5.

If you have any questions, or need additional information, please contact me at (313) 235-3341.

A DTE Energy Company
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I state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on the 2 3rd day
of September 2011.

Sincerely,

Peter W. Smith, Director
Nuclear Development - Licensing & Engineering
Detroit Edison Company

Attachment: 1) Response to RAI Letter No. 66, RAI Question No. 02.05.02-16
Enclosure 1 of Attachment 1 is a disk containing the requested Electronic
Files Associated with Response to RAI 02.05.02-16

cc: Adrian Muniz, NRC Fermi 3 Project Manager
Jerry Hale, NRC Fermi 3 Project Manager (w/o disk)
Raj Anand, NRC Fermi 3 Project Manager (w/o disk)
Michael Eudy, NRC Fermi 3 Project Manager (w/o disk)
Bruce Olson, NRC Fermi 3 Environmental Project Manager (w/o attachments)
Fermi 2 Resident Inspector (w/o attachments)
NRC Region III Regional Administrator (w/o attachments)
NRC Region II Regional Administrator (w/o attachments)
Supervisor, Electric Operators, Michigan Public Service Commission (w/o attachments)
Michigan Department of Natural Resources & Environment, Radiological Protection

Section (w/o attachments)

A DTE Energy Company
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Attachment 1

NRC3-11-0036

Response to RAI Letter No. 66

RAI Question No. 02.05.02-16
(eRAI Tracking No. 5992)

(8 pages)
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NRC RAI 02.05.02-16

FSAR Section 2.5.2.5 discusses the site response calculations performed for the Fermi 3 site.
In order for the staff to complete its review of this section following guidance in NUREG-0800,
Standard Review Plan, Chapter 2.5.2, "Vibratory Ground Motion," and Regulatory Guide (RG)
1.208, "A Performance-Based Approach to Define the Site-Specific Earthquake Ground Motion",
please provide the following information electronically:

1. All S-wave velocity (Vs) data used to develop the median Vs values shown in FSAR
Table 2.5.2-220 (Sheets 1-4).

2. Shear modulus reduction and damping curve values used to represent the lean
concrete.

3. Target response spectra used as input to the site response calculations (i.e., high-and
low-frequency 10-4 and 10-5 DE spectra shown in FSAR Figures 2.5.2-247 and 2.5.2-
248).

4. High- and low-frequency 10-4 and 10-5 RE spectra and the 10-4 and 10-5 smoothed rock
UHRS.

5. Amplification functions shown in FSAR Figures 2.5.2-270, 2.5.2-273, and 2.5.2-274.

6. Amplification functions shown in FSAR Figures 3.7.1-209, 3.7.1-210, and 3.7.1-211
(from Attachment 3 to NRC3-11-0020 - COLA Markups Incorporating the Site-Specific
SSI Analysis and Response to RAI 02.05.04-38).

Response

1. All S-wave velocity (Vs) data used to develop the median Vs values shown in FSAR
Table 2.5.2-220 (Sheets 1-4).

The shear wave velocity electronic data used to develop the median shear wave velocity
profile presented in FSAR Table 2.5.2-220 are contained in electronic file RAI_02.05.02-
16_Item_1 .xls on five separate electronic file tabs. The median and geometric mean are
equivalent, since the shear wave velocity is a log-normally distributed value, and these
terms are used interchangeably in the FSAR.

The following text from FSAR Section 2.5.2.5.1 describes the development of the "PS
Layered Model" and "Averaged PS" values used to develop the profiles for borings TB-
C5, RB-C8, CB-C3, and RB-C4, and the single velocity profile for the Fermi 3 site that is
presented in FSAR Table 2.5.2-220.

"The interval velocity data was used to construct travel time plots in terms of
layered velocity models (Reference 2.5.2-280). These are shown by the lines
labeled "PS Layered Model" on Figure 2.5.2-251, Figure 2.5.2-252, Figure 2.5.2-
253, and Figure 2.5.2-254. These interpretations provide a useful basis for
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defining the appropriate velocity for depth intervals where the average velocity is
relatively constant. The interval velocity data and the interpreted layered velocity
models indicate three general velocity layers with the rock units. As presented in
Subsection 2.5.4.4.1, the average interval shear wave velocities in Salina Group
Unit B are generally greater than 2800 m/s (9200 fps), and, therefore, elevation
48 m (156 ft) is taken to be the point at which CEUS generic hard rock is
encountered at the site.

The interval velocity data shown on Figure 2.5.2-251, Figure 2.5.2-252, Figure
2.5.2-253, and Figure 2.5.2-254 indicate that the transition from the Bass Islands
Group to the Salina Group Unit F occurs over a transition zone rather than as an
abrupt step. The thickness of this zone is in the range of 2 to 6 m (6 to 20 ft).
Similarly, there appears to be a transition in velocity at the boundary between
Salina Group Units F and E. Velocities in this transition zone were assessed by
computing the harmonic mean of the suspension interval velocities over specific
depth ranges. These velocity values are indicated by curves labeled "Averaged
PS" on Figure 2.5.2-251, Figure 2.5.2-252, Figure 2.5.2-253, and Figure 2.5.2-
254. The "Averaged PS" velocities are close to the PS Layered Model values
where the averaging is done over the same depth range, indicating that the two
approaches for estimating an average layer velocity produce consistent
estimates.

Using the PS Layered Model and Averaged PS interpretations, velocity profiles
were developed for each boring as shown on Figure 2.5.2-251, Figure 2.5.2-252,
Figure 2.5.2-253, and Figure 2.5.2-254. Figure 2.5.2-255 compares these four
velocity profiles. The four profiles have similar characteristics, indicating that a
single velocity profile is appropriate for the Fermi 3 site. This profile is computed
as the geometric mean of the velocity profiles developed for each boring and is
shown on Figure 2.5.2-255."

The shear wave velocity electronic data are contained on electronic file tabs "TB-C5,"
"RB-C8," "CB-C3," and "RB-C4." The electronic data in all four electronic file tabs
consist of suspension logging results and the PS-Layered Model contained in FSAR
Reference 2.5.2-280. The interval velocity data are contained in columns A through E.
Column A contains the depth to the midpoint of each interval velocity measurement.
Column B contains the interval shear wave velocity from the reported Receiver 1 (R1) to
Receiver 2 (R2) velocity measurements. These interval velocity measurements are
used to develop the Average PS values. Column E contains the elevation of the
midpoint of each velocity interval. FSAR Reference 2.5.2-280 also reports an
interpreted layered velocity model, the PS-Layered Model, for the borehole data. These
values are contained in cells H2 to L9 in "TB-CS" and "RB-C8", and cells H2 to L8 in
"CB-C3" and "RB-C4".

The profiles for borings TB-C5, RB-C8, CB-C3, and RB-C4 presented in FSAR Figure
2.5.2-255 are based on either the PS-Layered Model or the Average PS values. The
Average PS values are used for the profile at TB-C5, RB-C8, and CB-C3. For RB-C4,
the Average PS values are used for the profile in the lower portion of the Salina F and
the upper portion of the Salina E. The PS-Layered Model is used in the upper portions
of the Bass Islands for RB-C4. As stated in FSAR Section 2.5.2.5.1, the geometric
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mean of the velocity profiles are presented in FSAR Figure 2.5.2-255 and Table 2.5.2-
220.

The final electronic file tab, labeled "Till," contains shallow velocity measurements of
shear wave velocities. The electronic data consists of suspension logging results for
borehole RB-C6 and spectra analysis of surface waves (SASW) measurements near
boreholes RB-C4 and RW-C1 reported in FSAR Reference 2.5.2-280. The interval
velocity data measured at RB-C6 are contained in columns A through E. Column A
contains the depth to the midpoint of each interval velocity measurement. Column B
contains the interval shear wave velocity from the reported R1 to R2 velocity
measurements. Column E contains the elevation of the midpoint of each velocity
interval. FSAR Reference 2.5.2-280 also reports an interpreted layered velocity model,
the PS-Layered Model, for the borehole data. These values are contained in cells H2 to
L7. Cells H17 to L35 contain the interpreted SASW layered models from FSAR
Reference 2.5.2-280. Column G identifies the "till" layers in the SASW layered models.
The median velocity presented in FSAR Figure 2.5.2-255 above the Bass Islands and in
Table 2.5.2-220 as the "Glacial Till" is the rounded geometric mean of the "till" layer in
the two SASW layered models and layer 1 of the PS-Layered Model.

A verbal request was made by the NRC to provide the value of standard deviation of
In(Vs) used to develop the randomized velocity profiles. The depth-dependent standard
deviations are shown on FSAR Figure 2.5.2-260 and consist of a value of 0.2 for the
Glacial till and Salina F layers, a value of 0.15 for the Bass Islands layers, and a value of
0.1 for the Salina E and Salina C layers.

2. Shear modulus reduction and damping curve values used to represent the lean
concrete.

Electronic data for the shear modulus reduction and damping relationships for lean
concrete shown in FSAR Figure 2.5.2-256 are contained in electronic file RAI_02.05.02-
16_Item_2.xls.

The electronic data are listed on electronic file tab "FSAR Fig 2.5.2-256". Cells A4
through B13 contain the modulus reduction relationship used for lean concrete and cells
A22 through B31 contain the damping relationships.

3. Target response spectra used as input to the site response calculations (i.e., high-and
low-frequency 10-4 and 10-5 DE spectra shown in FSAR Figures 2.5.2-247 and 2.5.2-

248).

Electronic data for the 10-4 and 10-5 Deaggregation Earthquake (DE) spectra presented
in FSAR Figures 2.5.2-247 and 2.5.2-248 are contained in electronic file RAI_02.05.02-
16_Items_3and4.xls.

Electronic file tab "FSAR Fig 2.5.2-247" contains the data for FSAR Figure 2.5.2-247 and
electronic file tab "FSAR Fig 2.5.2-248" contains the data for FSAR Figure 2.5.2-248.
Column A contains the spectral period (sec) and column B contains the spectral
frequency (Hz). Rows 15 through 46 contain the high frequency (HF) and low frequency
(LF) DE spectra. The uniform hazard response spectra (UHRS), and HF and LF
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reference earthquake (RE) columns are discussed in Item 4 of this response. Columns
D, E, and F contain the data for the HF DEL (low-magnitude), DEM (middle-magnitude),
and DEH (high-magnitude) spectra, respectively. Columns H, I, and J contain the data
for the LF DEL, DEM, and DEH spectra, respectively. The "LF Extended" column is
used for Item 4 of this response.

4. High- and low-frequency 10-4 and 10-5 RE spectra and the 10-4 and 10-5 smoothed rock

UHRS.

Electronic data for 10-4 and 10.5 RE spectra presented in FSAR Figures 2.5.2-247 and
2.5.2-248, and the 10-4 and 10-5 smoothed rock UHRS are also contained in electronic
file RAI_02.05.02-16_Items_3and4.xls.

Electronic file tab "FSAR Fig 2.5.2-247" contains the data for FSAR Figure 2.5.2-247 and
electronic file tab "FSAR Fig 2.5.2-248" contains the data for FSAR Figure 2.5.2-248.
Column A contains the spectral period (sec) and column B contains the spectral
frequency (Hz). Rows 6 through 13 of Column C contain the rock UHRS. Rows 15
through 46 contain the HF RE and LF RE spectra. Columns C and G containthe data
for the HF RE and LF RE spectra, respectively. The UHRS, HF RE, and LF RE spectra
are interpolated to a finer frequency spacing on each electronic tab in rows 51 through
141. Columns A'and B again contain spectral period and spectral frequency. Column C
contains the smoothed UHRS interpolated from the values in cells C7 through C13
(frequencies from 0.5 to 100 Hz) and extended down to a frequency of 0.1 Hz using the
LF extension data in cells K39 through K46. The "smoothing" of the hard rock UHRS
consisted only of log-log interpolation of the spectral ordinates at intermediate
frequencies. Column D contains the HF RE spectrum interpolated from the values in
cells C17 through C46.and column E contains the LF RE spectrum interpolated from the
values in cells G17 through G46.

5. Amplification functions shown in FSAR Figures 2.5.2-270, 2.5.2-273, and 2.5.2-274.

Electronic data for amplification functions shown in FSAR Figures 2.5.2-270, 2.5.2-273,
and 2.5.2-274 are contained in electronic file RAI_02.05.02-16_Item_5.xls.

Electronic file tab "FSAR Fig 2.5.2-270" contains electronic data presented in FSAR
Figure 2.5.2-270. Column A contains the spectral period (sec) and column B contains
the spectral frequency (Hz). Columns C, D, E, and F contain the mean amplification
function for the 10-3, 10-4, 105 , and 10-6 exceedance levels, respectively.' Rows 4
through 94 contain the results based on time histories representing the HF DEs and
rows 104 through 194 contain the results based on time histories representing the LF
DEs. Each row corresponds to a spectral frequency, or the equivalent spectral period.

Electronic file tabs "FSAR Fig 2.5.2-273" and "FSAR Fig 2.5.2-274" contain the
electronic data for amplification functions shown in FSAR Figures 2.5.2-273 and 2.5.2-
274, respectively. Column A contains the spectral period (sec) and column B contains
the spectral frequency (Hz). Columns C and D contain the mean amplification function
for the 10-4 and 10-5 exceedance levels, respectively. Rows 4 through 94 contain the
results for the HF DEs and rows 104 through 194 contain the results for the LF DEs.
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6. Amplification functions shown in FSAR Figures 3.7.1-209, 3.7.1-210, and 3.7.1-211
(from Attachment 3 to NRC3-11-0020 - COLA Markups Incorporating the Site-Specific
SSI Analysis and Response to RAI 02.05.04-38).

Electronic data for FSAR Figures 3.7.1-209, 3.7.1-210, and 3.7.1-211 are contained in
electronic file RAI_02.05.02-16_Item_6.xls.

Electronic file tab "FSAR Fig 3.7.1-209" contains data presented in FSAR Figure 3.7.1-
209. Column A contains the spectral period (sec) and column B contains the spectral
frequency (Hz). Columns C, D, E, and F contain the mean amplification function for the
103, 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6 exceedance levels, respectively. Rows 4 through 94 contain the
results based on time histories representing the HF DEs and rows 104 through 194
contain the results based on time histories representing the LF DEs. Each row
corresponds to a spectral frequency, or the equivalent spectral period. The smoothed
amplification functions for the 10-3, 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6 exceedance levels are contained
in columns G, H, I, and J, respectively. The HF amplification functions are smoothed
only above 1 Hz as they will be used to amplify motions in the HF range (5 Hz and
higher) and the LF amplification functions are smoothed only below 6.67 Hz as they will
be used to amplify motions in the LF range (2.5 Hz and lower).

Electronic file tabs "FSAR Fig 3.7.1-210" and "FSAR Fig 3.7.1-211" contain data
presented in FSAR Figures 3.7.1-210 and 3.7.1-211, respectively. Column A contains
the spectral period (sec) and column B contains the spectral frequency (Hz). Columns C
and D contain the mean amplification function for the 10.4 and 10-5 exceedance levels,
respectively. Rows 4 through 94 contain the results based on time histories
representing the HF DEs and rows 104 through 194 contain the results based on time
histories representing the LF DEs. The smoothed amplification functions are contained
in columns E and F.

Proposed COLA Revision

None
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Enclosure 1 of Attachment 1
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Response to RAI Letter No. 66

RAI Question No. 02.05.02-16
(eRAI Tracking No. 5992)

Electronic Files Associated with Response to RAI 02.05.02-16
(following 1 page and disk)
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Electronic Files Associated with Response to RAI 02.05.02-16

Directory of D:\

09/21/2011
09/21/2011
09/21/2011
09/21/2011
09/21/2011

10:45 AM
10:45 AM
10:45 AM
10:45 AM
10:45 AM

5 File(s)
0 Dir(s)

133,120 RAI_02.05.02-16_Iteml.xls
38,912 RAI_02.05.02-16_Item_2.xls
51,712 RAI_02.05.02-16_Items_3and4.xls
78,848 RAI_02.05.02-16_Item_5.xls

104,960 RAI 02.05.02-16_Item_6.xls
407,552 bytes

0 bytes free


